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Because the core chip can control his life and death!

This secret he had also spied by chance.

When he first heard about this hidden existence of the Dragon Sect, Lin Hao was
still very surprised. But after hearing it, Lin Hao looked at him half-heartedly.

As if he saw a turning point, the Iron Wings T3000 hurriedly continued,
"Moreover, I only need to give this to you, and you give it to the Dragon Sect, and then they can
develop the technology for the Mechanical Legion! Once there is a breakthrough in this area, in the
future, when your Chinese martial arts doctrine goes to war with the mechanical legion, the
certainty of winning will in increase a lot ......"

"Of course, you? You can't be sure that you're going to be able to get the best out
of this. We want to crack the layers of code inside, need my assistance!"

Steel Wings T3000 said here, whispering.

Lin Hao narrowed his eyes, his cold gaze sizing up the Iron Wings T3000: "At
this time, how dare you bargain with me? Aren't you afraid that I'll just kill you and then study

it slowly?"



The Iron Wings T3000 said bitterly, "King of China, your power today is like
crushing an ant to death. I am only slightly mentioning my request. Of course as you said, you
can absolutely kill me and obtain the chip, however, there is no way you can do this ......"

Lin Hao listened to Steelwing T3000's humble words and asked rhetorically,
"Why?"

Steelwing T3000 was still fleeing, dodging Lin Hao's frantic attacks, his huge
iron wings were now badly damaged and already overwhelmed, if not for his strong support and
the fact that Lin Hao's attacks were three times less forceful than when they were fierce, he would
have been unable to support himself ......

Above the open sea, the ForestWolf T4000's sharp claws were like a silver moon,
and the coldness of the coldness burned on them like a round of curved moon in the night!

The claws are occasionally stretched out and contracted, and the killing intent in

the silver mane has no hint of hidden edge, it's just so conceited and proud.

He is concerned about this side, feeling the weak appearance of the Iron Wings

T3000, but also feel the Iron Wings function is about to be depleted, now are beginning to drive

the energy inside the core chip, that is to say, he, in a short time, will fall ......

"The strength of the King of China is only so much, to deal with the Steel Wings

T3000 all have to be so troublesome, if he really dares to come after me to forcefully take the

regenerating heart in my hands, then he will die! A super powerhouse that is comparable to the



Elders of the Dragon Sect, and a pristine super powerhouse at that, his death will surely be a

painful one for the Dragon Sect, right? Hahahaha, I'm going to take great credit again! By then,
when I get the relics from the Brahmin side as well as the compulsion technology from East Asia,
I might be able to break the taboo and become the first T5000 level super machine!" The Forest
Wolf T4000 toyed with the regenerating heart in his hand in!

M infiltrated Western Europe for so many years, and even turned the

second-in-command Vampire King, but did not get a complete regeneration heart, but now, but
get all without effort, and the biggest credit is about to die. There would be no one left to take the

credit from himself!

So, he thanks the Iron Wings T3000, but at the same time knows that he must die!
If he didn't die, he wouldn't get the credit!

"Killing a Chinese King would only build up some military credit, but getting the
Heart of Regeneration would give me a breakthrough reward! But if the Iron Wings T3000
doesn't die, then the credit will be his and he will take the opportunity to become a T4000 level

powerhouse. So, Lin Hao can even stay alive, but he must die!" The Forest Wolf T4000 glanced

towards the Western European continent, the final killing intent inside his eyes was fired towards

his own people!
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It hadn't occurred to Steelwing T3000 at all that the place he was trying to escape to was his hell!

A man is not guilty of anything!



A questioning voice came from inside the Forest Wolf T4000's headset: "Why is

Ironwing's core chip detached from his own body! Was he taken alive? Damn it!"

"Boss, he's not, he's using up the last of his body's functions, he's probably, about
to die!" Wolf of the Forest T4000 put away his outlook and replied with immense respect ......

"No wonder my side is seeing his monitors and other devices falling off, so that's
why!" That side said in a daze, while instructing the Forest Wolf T4000, "If he is not dead,
remember, make sure to destroy his core chip, this is the ultimate secret of you and me and others,
once it leaks out, the crisis of the Mechanical Legion will come!"

At these words, the Forest Wolf T4000 was overjoyed and immediately replied

with respect, "Roger!"

It turned out that it wasn't that he wanted him to die, but that he was on his own
way to find death!

"Hahahaha, God help me!"

The high seas were rampant with warships, bear country's Chinese, western
European, countless drones hovering, loaded with the latest technology bombs, jamming

magnetic storm bombs and so on, just watching him anyway, but not one daring to launch.

The Wolf of the Forest only glanced at it from the beginning and then didn't look
at it again, because these things, really, don't threaten him ......



And what threatened him was not transported out.

It was just a political storm that had little to do with him, and he knew that the ZF

in M would help him out with these troubles ......

He was supposed to be assisting the Iron Wings T3000, but now, it's been made
into an interception of him ......

The Iron Wings T3000 explained: "Because the layers of technology inside are
cryptographically encrypted, even if they are T4000 level strong, they may not be able to control
them, and of course you may be able to turn them back. But once the core chip is detached from

the mainframe, then the mechanical army's mastermind can completely manipulate it to make it

explode directly! So, the chance of a flawlessly stripped core chip like mine will never be found

outside of the M-Mech Legion in this world!"

Said Steelwing T3000 pulling out from his body the monitors from before, which
were destroyed by him, otherwise he wouldn't dare to say such words.

"These are the monitors on our Mechanical Legion members, once the Mechanical
Legion Research Institute learns of our betrayal, they will directly manipulate the mastermind and
make us explode!"

Lin Hao narrowed his eyes and took the listener flung over by the Iron Wings
T3000 and looked at it carefully for a few moments, it was indeed as he said, there were dozens
of them, all kinds of them, many of which Lin Hao had not seen before ......



This M country's technology is really powerful ......

Steel Wings T3000 sensed another Chinese strongman coming over, he had to

admire, Chinese martial arts mysterious and unpredictable, originally these two? The steak

service closed the closed steak wu ershan? Individuals are almost dead, now are resurrected,
Huaxia, but also really ancient and mysterious ......

He knows Jun Wu Ren, an alternate member of the Dragon Sect, a figure who will
become an elder of the Dragon Sect in the future. What he represents is the travel of the

mysterious power of China, and the Lin Hao in front of him, they have monitored ......

Able to burst out T3000 level strength, but extremely weak, while the surface
identity is the family head of one of the four great families of China, in addition to most of these
told the story of Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan ......
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To be honest, when Iron Wings saw the story about Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan's affair, he was very
dismissive of it. After all, Lin Hao is such a strong man, but also deep in the love of children, is
not ridiculous, but I have to say, some stories are really quite touching, spare him this cold heart,
but also moved by a few scenes, rose floating city, Venice by the sea ......

Their love touched heaven and earth.



Jun Wu Ren flew over directly from behind, and now his strength has reached the

middle strength of the Earth Grand Master. The terror of purple qi is all on display at this
moment ......

Seeing Jun Wu Regret standing in front of him unharmed, Lin Hao could not help
but reveal a smile, this battle up to this point, Lin Hao was finally revealing a smile, the pressure
on his heart, a little too big ......

"Brother Jun, is everything alright." Lin Hao patted Jun Wu Regret's shoulder and
asked with a smile.

Jun Wu Regret patted his chest with a meaning that I was strong: "A small injury,
haha, but I have to say, when I meet you, although I will be in danger, I can always come back
from the dead, and I can also greatly improve my strength, Brother Lin, do you think you are a

son of qi luck?" Jun Wu Ren said jokingly.

Both of them had a feeling of having come back from the dead, and after

measuring each other's strength, they both nodded their heads in satisfaction that they had both

become stronger ......

Jun Wu Ren was on his way here when he heard Lin Hao and the Iron Wings
T3000 talking while fighting, so he stopped the group fromWestern Europe and told them to stay

in a place where they couldn't hear Lin Hao and the Iron Wings T3000 talking, after all, what the
two were talking about was a very big secret that he didn't want other people to know ......

Like the fact that he was an alternate member of the Dragon Sect, he didn't want
the whole world to know about it ......



Because of the mystery of the Dragon Sect, the secrecy of the Dragon Sect, the
power of the Dragon Sect, he also doesn't want to look like the Dragon Sect, which has been silent
for decades, to be exposed because of himself ......

There are some things that are secret and secret, which give people a much
stronger deterrent effect than an aggressive aura ......

The mysterious and inscrutable Dragon Sect is the last reserve of the Chinese
martial arts world!

"Master Jun Family." The Iron Wings T3000 greeted respectfully in broken

Chinese.

Jun Wu Ren nodded, looked at Steel Wings T3000 and inquired in English,
"How did you know that I was a Dragon Sect alternate? I'm afraid this secret is not something you

can touch, right?"

Steel Wings T3000 hastily explained, "What I know about this is another chance

I secretly saw when I was being experimented on for an upgrade, it's all absolutely confidential!
Otherwise I wouldn't be talking to you about my value. I'm afraid you know the most about my

value, what I'm talking about, Lord Jun Family? Yidian Yifuyi Er? The value of the Word! Of
course I am not saying that the King of China Mr. Lin Hao is not ......" said about the Wings of

Steel T3000 also did not forget to lift up Lin Hao, afraid of thickening this and giving birth to

other accidents out of the knot ......



He is now cautious, completely unlike a superpowered look, humble so, really
shame ......

Jun Wu Ren nodded while turning to Lin Hao and said, "Brother Lin, this person,
indeed, is useful to us. And it's of great use."

Lin Hao stopped the attack in his hands at his words, but still had his eyes fixed on
the Steel Wing T3000, once he had the intention of escaping, Lin Hao would be the first one, to
take care of his life!

Steel Wings T3000 where still dare to escape, see Jun Wu Rui's attitude, he is
like seeing a straw to save his life, have to tug ......
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He breathed a sigh of relief.

"The secret spies we sent out, poking around for years, have not been able to
unearth any secrets about the mechanical legion, and the few data that could be known were all

taken out by the other side to show their muscles as a deterrent in their negotiation chips!"

Lin Hao nodded, this thing he didn't care much about, but from the attitude of

Jun Wu Regret, could clearly feel that it was incredibly important ......



"It just didn't occur to me that the data we've been struggling to get is now right in

front of us, it's really a great deal of work to step through the iron shoes and find it. Brother Lin,
you are simply the convincing of China, once we obtain the scientific research results in this area,
in the future, when the Dragon Gate warriors fight against the mechanical legions, they will reduce
the casualties by a huge amount, while still being able to deal a fatal blow to the other side!" As he
said this, Jun Wu Ren was all excited, how can I say this, this news, he is still in excitement ......

The thought of the Dragon Gate warriors being suppressed and killed mercilessly

in the face of the mechanical legions, Jun Wu Regrets was pained, but he had no way out, and
now!

Now he could finally get his hands on the other side's core chip, and it was a

T3000 level core chip at that! With such a top-notch core chip and the other party's cooperation,
he did not believe that this research could not come up with something!

Seeing JunWu Rui's excited look, the IronWings T3000 breathed a sigh of relief

once again, while calculating in his mind whether to say one more big secret!

He still couldn't be sure if he would survive or not!

After all, he is really no longer able to go through what others say to judge
China ...... this great and long history civilization country ......

"Mr. Lin, there is a heavenly secret that I know, I wonder if it will be helpful to
you ......" "What heavenly secret?" Jun Wu Ren was still quite concerned about the secrets he was

spilling out to this high ranking powerhouse of the Mechanical Legion, after all, the last news was
so explosive, now if he followed it up with another one, wouldn't it be even more explosive?



He could not wait to bring the Iron Wings T3000 back to China right now and

lock it up inside the Dragon Gate for review, surprisingly digging out more M secrets, only to
think of the other party's strength, as well as such a humble plea for mercy, the purpose is to stay
alive, if they imprison him for research, I'm afraid that with the other party's bottom line, perhaps
they will blow themselves up ......

So Jun Wu? Regret the thought of putting the other side in captivity just shot the

idea down ......

SteelWings T3000 looked at Lin Hao, after all, he is not afraid of JunWu Regret,
even if the current strength of Jun Wu Regret, Steel Wings T3000 completely not false, but the
King of China Lin Hao, he is really afraid ......

Lin Hao nodded his head to indicate him to say.

Steel Wings got Lin Hao's gesture, then opened his mouth and said: "In fact, in
East China we have done a lot of research, East China's ninja alliance also has a lot of research,
and research for a long time, the secrets inside also know, just because the mechanical legion is a
modern technology research out of the superpower legion, so East China's ancient prison
especially reject us! But they don't reject ninjas! And after the Mechanical Legion got this secret,
they directly blocked off the deepest part of the Ancient Prison, plus now that Zu is dead, that
means that not many people can peek inside the deepest part of the Ancient Prison of Eastern
Japan anymore!"

Lin Hao smiled and Jun Wu Ren looked at each other, this secret, could be

considered really big, just that, for them, it didn't seem to be very useful, huh?
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"This news is really big for other countries and will even cause international public opinion to be

lopsided, it's just that for us in China, it's a bit too mythical and not very useful." Lin Hao said.

Jun Wu Ren also nodded, the secret of the ancient prison was fought by them, but
for the two of them, it was really of no use ......

Steel Wings T3000 saw Lin Hao and Jun Wu Regret like this only slightly

surprised, Steel Wings T3000 the whole person shocked beyond belief, simply do not know how

to face the two of them, after all, such a big secret, countless hidden organizations hate to know,
OK? Even, they did not even ask him if he knew, which made Steel Wings T3000 panic at

once ......

The ancient prison in eastern Japan has made a lot of noise, Jun Wu Regret sent

people around the world to investigate, also because the Dragon Gate ordered down, let him see

whether the mysterious organizations of various countries have people who know more news
inside, although wearing back a lot of news, Jun Wu Regret from which also know a lot of news

about the ancient prison, but his own not how but not too much want to know ......

This is really a lot contrary to the idea of their own ......

How can I put it, if the mind of the blackened Lin Hao still existed at this moment,
then he would have gone wild and cried out, but he happens to have no consciousness present now,
so he cannot learn this news ......



Steel Wings T3000 then added: "The secrets inside the ancient prison of the East,
I know a lot here, but seeing as you two seem to have little interest! But I know the identity of the

Jun family master, so the news I'm going to say next the Jun family master will definitely be

moved! But when it comes to this news, I wish there was a space of absolute silence around us! A
space where no one can pry into!"

As the Iron Wings T3000 finished these words, he glanced behind Lin Hao,
where a pair of eyes had gone scarlet, and that was Pope Peter!

When he heard this, his whole body was shocked to no end! Then anger rose up
and he could not wait to rush to the base of the Mechanical Legion and uncover this news!

The ancient prison of East Japan had fluctuated in the last century, but then after
World War II, whenM took over East Japan, the aura emerging from inside the ancient prison was

directly cut off, and because of this incident, it led to the fact that he was unable to go snooping

around subsequently, because a prison had been developed up there by the East Japan Ninja

Alliance, which was not only well-equipped and monitored in every corner, so that his people sent
there were almost always sent to their deaths ......

Previously, he also guessed that the East Japan control was too strict, but now it

seems that it was the M country that took over and created a horrible screen inside? The barrier

completely cut off any leakage of breath from inside!

This damned country M, the mouth of the world rejects them! So he made it
impossible for the world's superpowers to peek in! This damned hegemony!



And just as he was about to hear another shocking news, the heaven and earth were
cleared and it was as if he was blocked by some force from the space he was prying into!

Damn it!

He had been discovered!

His greatest quest now was the Mouth of the World, and now he had just gotten a

little bit of information, and was even further away from the secret, when he was blocked out by
Lin Hao!

Pope Peter was going crazy!

Because he has a special relationship with Lin Hao! Of course that's what he
thought he was, he had something about what Lin Hao wanted! But he didn't say anything before
because he thought it was his bargaining chip, but now he regrets beyond measure his stupidity!

Chapter 1396

That simple message, he might as well have informed Lin Hao in advance before, and! For Lin
Hao, he was able to live for many years, but although Shen Xiyan also had a chance, she needed
to be transformed! He felt that with Lin Hao's character, he would never let Shen Xiyan undergo

the transformation of M. Then that meant that when the time came, the choice would still fall to

him!



Damn it, damn it!

Let's hope Lin Hao loses a peek into the secrets of it and doesn't let him hand it

over directly to the Dragon Sect!

A private person is a private person, and a private person can do as he pleases, but
a clan organisation ZF, that's definitely a different layer outside! The clan organization ZF, are
absolute beliefs, personal beliefs are freedom, is its own doctrine, but the clan organization and
other ideas, that is the foundation, is the rules and regulations, will not be changed because of any
one person, because that is the rule!

So once the Iron Wings T3000 is taken away by the Dragon Sect, then Lin Hao
will not be easy to get the secrets inside again when the time comes ......

China, that ancient and mysterious country, the secrets inside are not something
that any organization can explore at all ......

Pope Peter was now so anxious that he was tempted to make a strong charge!

But then he thought about it, the Wolf of the Forest T4000 was outside, and if a

special situation emerged here, I'm afraid he would know about it!

Besides, this was a closed place, so if he intended to offend, I was afraid that Lin
Hao and Jun Wu Ren would fight with him, and then the loss would really be worth it!



And it would also expose the news of the Iron Wings T3000 to the world. This
was not what he wanted to see either. The secrets of the Mechanical Legion were being spied on

by countless people, but for so many years, no organisation had infiltrated it ......

Now that he sees that China can be parsed, Pope Peter is still quite happy, and he
also dislikes barbaric countries like M ......

After all, there is a saying in China that the enemy of an enemy is a friend ......

Pope Peter now knows that he can only wait, look forward to, look forward to Lin
Hao to bring him the same surprise, said Pope Peter also from the original place directly away,
and then directly towards the sky, and finally transformed into a Western dragon, fierce into the
upper clouds inside, then flapping huge wings, a few back and forth, is drowned in, as if in the
dense cloud layer, there is its castle like ......

The distant traces of Pope Peter had already been detected by Lin Hao and Jun
Wu Ren.

Lin Hao looked up at the higher levels of the sky, an area that was also somewhat
dangerous for Lin Hao. There were some places that not every person of middle Grand Master

strength could peek into at will ......

Jun Wu Ren said to Lin Hao, "This Pope Peter, now it looks like the big move just

now didn't bring out his old self ......"



Lin Hao smiled, "Here is also a strong person who has been alive for a thousand
years, whether it's strength or acting skills, it's all very strong."

Jun Wu Ren nodded, he had been following the previous great battle, from Pope

Peter fighting the Vampire King, being stunned by the Vampire King, and then with anger. Then
the fight with Lin Hao? Shan Pao Lu Xi Shan Serving Closed Yi? battle, and finally to what

seemed like an all-out battle against the Iron Wings T3000, each time it seemed to be a 50/50
fight with the other, but the more it went on, the more mysterious and unpredictable the feeling it

gave.

After all, Lin Hao himself knows that at that time, his own outburst of strength is
definitely the peak of the middle stage of the Grand Master, after all, that is the blackened plus the
extreme dao of himself, but with Pope Peter against a blow, Pope Peter still resisted
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"Well, now that he is no longer eavesdropping, you can say what you want to say. If it's well said,
deal with the next issue at your discretion then." Lin Hao looked at the Iron Wings T3000 and

said, in fact, in Lin Hao's psyche, this person he could have just killed, but because of the
existence of Jun Wu Ren and thinking about the next world pattern, he still held back ......

He snatched the Heart of Regeneration, that was his sole purpose for coming to
Western Europe!

Only to have it destroyed by the man in front of him, could he not be angry!



The Steel Wing T3000 also smelled the anger as well as impatience in the corner

of Lin Hao's eyes, and he knew that the Heart of Regeneration was incredibly important to Lin

Hao. He really didn't understand, such a strong man, still bothering with a woman, of course he
didn't dare to ask to his face, but then spoke: "The things inside the ancient prison in the East,
what was seen were all built out by the Mechanical Legion of M, and the leaked gas inside was

taken back by the Mechanical Legion for research, rumor has it that the third generation of the

Mechanical Legion's strength will use this one scientific research technology."

SteelWings T3000 said looking at Lin Hao, found that Lin Hao frowned, JunWu

Regret was likewise frowning, immediately thought of one thing, that is Lin Hao and Jun Wu

Regret had been to the East, and Jun Wu Regret was even imprisoned inside the Ancient

Prison ......

Then the two of them must know the mysteries inside the ancient prison ......

As expected, Jun Wu Regret's heart instantly flooded with the depression that he

felt when he had spent time inside the Ancient Prison, that oppressive force that was going to
devour him. He did not know what effect the technology created by this gas would have on the

human body if the third generation of M's mechanical legion used it ......

He suddenly felt that the crisis was slowly coming to his head, with the two
countries of M and East Japan working together to build it, then this gas research technology must
be an incomparably terrifying existence ......

Lin Hao then nodded, then looked at the IronWings T3000 then inquired, "I think
this is certainly not the strongest secret you know. Of course the strongest secrets you will keep as
a bottom card, but the rest you can say can all be said now, no more interruptions because my

time cannot be wasted!"



Lin Hao finished looking towards the high seas area, where he had his strongest

enemy! He must go over there and snatch up half of the regenerating heart no matter what ......

The Steel Wing T3000 wiped his forehead, his heart incomparably anxious, he
did have another secret, but just as Lin Hao had said, it was a secret he had signed up for. But now
what Lin Hao meant, that was to make him say it now? In other words, what he had just said was

not satisfactory to Lin Hao, the King of China?

Jun Wu Ren looked at the anxious look of the Iron Wings T3000 and knew that

this man did still have a secret, only I was afraid that it was the last one.

Jun Wu Regret waited and waited, but eventually saw the Steel Wings T3000
struggling with difficulty. Jun Wu Regret twisted his head to look at Lin Hao and found that Lin

Hao as well was somewhat displeased.

Immediately, Jun Wu Ren said, "Brother Lin, let's send this person back."

Lin Hao nodded, then grabbed the one core chip from the Gundam Wing T3000
before saying, "I promise, as long as I live, you will live."

"King of China! I believe you, but if they dare not treat me as a human being just
as a prisoner, I have the means to die outright too! And will also take me? Shut up and zero land

and love to serve you? being captured by you to be exposed!" The Steelwing T3000 shouted at

Lin Hao's back after being robbed of the core drive chip.
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He believed in a strong man like Lin Hao, but would never trust a dragon from China? Zero

intention to close the grill Shan Yi Yi Lu? Gate Scientific Research Group! Because those were all
departments in the organisational sense, they were departments that obeyed orders

unconditionally and would not treat him as a human being at all, they would only use every

means to dig up his secrets.

And by saying this, he was deliberately giving it to Lin Hao, or to JunWu Regret!

He didn't trust Jun Wu Regret because he was from the Dragon Sect.

As he really looked at Lin Hao's distant back, Jun Wu Regret frowned. This man
was hiding tricks, truly abominable!

Looking at Jun Wu Regret's vicious appearance, the Iron Wings T3000 snorted

coldly, "If it weren't for the King of China, you wouldn't be a match for me today!"

Jun Wu Ren sneered and threw a punch at Steel Wing's chest, the violent impact
caused Steel Wing T3000 to cough up blood.

He is simply looking for death!



"Remember, if you want to live, don't be slick." Jun Wu Repent coldly snorted.

The Iron Wings T3000 wiped a handful of blood that spilled out of the corner of

his mouth and sneered, "Organizations all over the world are of the same virtue, you're no better!"

Lin Hao had taken away the core chip of the IronWings T3000 to prevent the Iron
Wings T3000 from turning against Jun Wu Ren. Because he had seen the strongest burst of the

Iron Wings T3000, it was an extremely dangerous existence ......

But he had to hurry, so he didn't waste any time in this place.With the news of Lin

Hao's back all in place, Jun Wu Ren instructed to the Steel Wing T3000, "Know how to create a

scene where you fake your own death?"

The Wings of Steel T3000 was extremely irritated, but still nodded.

Then with some fondness, he looked at himself all over the machinery, and then

with a violent gulp, all the mechs exploded, and the huge pair of wings simply dissolved with an
explosion ......

This was his secret, but now he had to destroy the huge pair of iron wings, after all,
if he did not destroy the pair of iron wings, the news that he was not dead would still reach the

inside of the mechanical legion, and there was even a chance that the Holy Lord might also detect

that he was still alive with the help of the energy hidden inside the iron wings as a result ......



"Break it for me!" IronWings T3000 a huge iron armour encased cyborg, under a
loud shout, the iron wings broke directly, countless precision parts scattered and fell from the sky,
one after another three into ......

The sound of explosions in the air continues, far above the high seas, the
perception of the forest wolf's body detected the news of the loss of function of the iron wings,
instantly face a smile, "so dead? Still thinking of striking out on my own ......"

The Ironwing T3000 was dead, and still dead!

No one knows that a cyborg with a dead mechanical essence is definitely someone
who can't go on living!

Because they when built as a cyborg, the heart is connected to it, and once the

mechanical Eigenbody is broken, it's the same as the heart being broken and the core chip being
destroyed.

And what is the mechanical Eigenbody? For example, his mechanical essence
body is his silver wolf claws, and the Iron Wings' are the huge pair of iron wings ......

"My Lord! Dead?!"

The legion of Iron Wings T3000 men who were fighting a deadly battle with the

advanced biochemicals over the Garonne River felt the news of the destruction of the Iron Wings
T3000 mechanical origin body, and all of them, at once, began to despair as they looked at the



killing advanced biochemicals, all too late to resist, and many of them lost their lives as a

result ......
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After all, with their Lord dead, the purpose of their rebellion, they no longer exist ......

Despair, deep despair ......

The headquarters of the Mechanical Legion of M.

Inside an incomparably huge and magnificent arena, if anyone knew about the

country of M, then they would definitely know that the location where this place was located,
turned out to be the forbidden area number fifty-one!

Could it be that, as the rumour has it, the Mechanical Legion of M has a

connection with aliens?

"Iron Wings T3000, dead." An icy machine voice said.

When it mentioned this voice, at the same time, all the T2000 level or higher

robots in M Nation received this news.



At once, countless discussions rang out ......

"This can't be!" A muffled voice thought up, he could not believe it at all, the Iron
Wing T3000 really died in Western Europe?

With one of the Gangsters nowadays, in addition to carrying the new defense

technology, he was at the level of T3000, completely able to deal with the Pope?

And now he says he's dead?

Who would believe it?

Since when did their backyard Western Europe rise?

"There's nothing impossible, if you think it's impossible, you can feel if the Iron
Wings Origin Body of the Iron Wings still really exists ......" a cold grunt interrupted him.

Then after a few seconds of silence, he exclaimed, with anger: "Who killed that?
How dare you kill a strong man from my country M! It is simply a death wish! Holy Lord, give
the order in your lifetime and I will directly destroy their base!"

"Oh, King of China!" Mocking him? Italian Wusi zero er serving zero whisk? The

voice replied.



When the King of Hua Xia said it, the whole discussion boiled right up.

"King of Hua Xia? Taotie? Qin Hu? Yang Long?"

"This can't be! Taotie, Qin Hu and Yang Long can't be out of this world, they are
resting and recuperating, we won the last battle in the East!" The muffled voice said ending with

disdain.

"It's not the three of them, it's the newly promoted Grand Master, Lin Hao, the
King of China!"

"A newly promoted Grand Master? How is that possible, we have studied Hua Xia
the most, with their current knowledge, and the rumours we walk, and the legacy of the Deep

Dragon Sect, they should have broken the path to becoming a Grand Master! How is this

possible!" The muffled voice grunted.

"There is nothing impossible! Giant Shark, this country of China is still too shallow
for us to study, do you really think that apart from these three, there is no one else in China?" The
voice continued, "And at the same time taunting once again, Giant Shark, you always do things
carelessly. In Eastern Japan, the newly promoted Grand Master Lin Hao and the newly promoted

Grand Master Jun Wu Ren decapitated Zu! And after they killed Ancestor, Jun Wu Regret used

Ancestor's Dao fruit to directly promote to Grand Master, while the King of China Lin Hao used is
their unwillingness to accept the purple qi to promote to Grand Master, and not a bad strength!"



The muffled voice closed his mouth this time, Zu's death was something he had
not expected, it seemed that the world had changed very much in the past few months. The words
of the second-in-command captain just now had left him somewhat groundless, but at the same
time, his pride had not been crushed by a few words.

After a few moments of silence, the giant shark T4000 said, "Revenge! We must

take revenge!"

The second-in-command, Captain T4000, could not bear it this time: "Giant
Shark, you're simply a drunken sack of shit! Such a big deal, who doesn't know about it except

you! I don't know how you were able to advance to the 4000 level, you are simply insulting
several other T3000 level members! Damn it."

Chapter 1400

The giant shark T4000 no longer dared to make a sound this time, but began to question the
people around him.

Eventually he ran through the whole thing, shocked by the events of its

occurrence.

What he previously thought was the backyard of Western Europe was now
completely out of their control? A situation that had been laid out for nearly a hundred years had

been cracked by the Chinese king Lin Hao, and not just that, but he had even decimated their Iron
Wings T3000.

He couldn't believe it, but he had to accept the fact that it was on the table.



Seeing that the members inside were not speaking, the deputy captain T4000
only grunted at this time and after coughing, he said solemnly, "Since everyone is not speaking, I
will have a few words to say."

"Steelwing's death is not without value, at least he brought with him the Heart of

Regeneration! Once we have studied through the Heart of Regeneration, then there is a high
possibility that we will get another ability, that is Resurrection! You must know the horror of

resurrection, which means that we have two lives!"

"Whew!"

When these words were said, there was a brief silence in the room, and then they
all breathed heavily... Resurrection! Once they had reanimation, they could die, fight their
enemies to the death and then use it to escape, they would be invincible!

The news of the Iron Wings T3000's death was, at first, simply forgotten,
because at this moment, what was being discussed enthusiastically was the imminent possibility

of equipping Reanimation with the Heart of Regeneration!

The significance of the Rejuvenation, they all knew, was that it was tantamount to
them being invincible under the same combat power! I'm afraid they know in their own hearts

what a terrifying image that would be, don't they?

"This can be considered really a very good news, to think that the heart of
regeneration that we have coveted and searched for for many years, has finally found a fight! The



world's divine collection? The FushaluWu closed to cover the er pick up land?We've studied all
the useful and useless ones, but we all know that the Heart of Regeneration in Western Europe is

definitely the divine collection we need the most!"

"Yes, there are countless functions and skills that have evolved from the Divine

Collection. It's a pity that the Chinese martial arts world, which is the easiest to penetrate, will
never be able to use the divine collections that we, the non-Chinese, can use."

"But it's alright, the divine collections of the Chinese, they don't dare to use them
themselves nowadays, haha, thanks to our propaganda."

The deputy captain snorted coldly, "You guys are thinking too much, it's not that
they don't dare to use China's God Collection, nor is it our spreading out rumours, it's that they
themselves are somewhat repulsed by the Purple Qi."

When China was discussed inside the virtual meeting room, it would always be

extremely noisy, and the otherwise silent crowd would all join in the discussion, each expressing
their own opinions.

The giant shark said arrogantly, "Deputy, I know you look down on so few of us in

the group, but the divine collection in Huaxia was originally a rumour we spread that the divine

collection might taint the roots and prevent them from pursuing the Great Dao, causing many to

reject the purple qi later on!"

The deputy captain sneered and sneered at the giant shark T4000, "Do you think
that just because so few of you have infiltrated into China and know the appearance of China, you



think you understand China as a community? You are ridiculous! The mystery of China, the
grandeur of China, the depths of China, how can we, the clan, understand it?"

The giant shark was expecting the deputy captain to say something more profound,
but unexpectedly, he came up with another cliché. It was ridiculous that no one could tell him

exactly what the mystery was when he was talking about the long heritage of China and its long
history.
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